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Abstract:
Cognitive radio technologies have been developed to improve the radio spectrum utilization. In
cognitive radio networks, a spectrum band becomes available when primary users are not
active in that band and secondary users are able to utilize the spectrum band or channel after
performing spectrum sensing. Therefore, spectrum sensing is a critical step or task in cognitive
radio networks. It is known that, with appropriate spectrum sensing algorithms, secondary users
are able to effectively utilize spectrum white space in cognitive radio networks. However, due to
the open and dynamic nature of cognitive radio networks, there can be significant security
vulnerabilities (e.g., primary user emulation attack, most active band attack, and spectrum
sensing data falsification attack). In this presentation, we focus on the issue of authorized
secondary users versus unauthorized secondary users in spectrum access. It is desirable for a
spectrum owner or spectrum manager to perform secondary user access control (SUAC), in
which authorized secondary users are permitted to utilize the spectrum white space while
unauthorized secondary users are not allowed to use the spectrum. SUAC can also be utilized
when implementing resource management for spectrum pricing, priority control, etc. This
presentation covers the following topics, cognitive radio, cognitive radio security, secondary
user access control, machine learning, and deep learning.
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